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Educational institutions are complex socio-spatial structures which enable learning 
though the conventional activities of higher educational study, through social and 
study based connections between students, and through the spaces and social 
conventions set up by and within the buildings themselves. 



nature: nurture

Because of its core practice of project based learning, architectural and design education 
has a unique ability to reflect and respond to contemporary conditions and values. These 
are brought through the doors of the institution by each student, as much as by teachers 
and academics: the best results happen in the dialectic between students who are actively 
seeking to learn from and work with teachers who have set their projects around specific 
world views and practices.



• 1973 energy crisis: Graham Caine and the Street Farmers at the AA build eco houses in 
Eltham and later in Thamesmead, and news of their work is brought to Australia 

Ecology is an architectural issue



• 1974 15 University of Sydney third year architecture students work collectively to build Australia’s first 
autonomous house on land next to the University:  at least 5 out of the 15 students are women: one of 
the men is in charge of the kitchen

Gender  is an architectural issue



• 1970s 1000s of empty properties in London; whole streets and areas waiting for redevelopment: by 
1979 an estimated 30,000 squatters in London 

•1975 the AA ground floor noticeboard has an ad asking for people who can build to help squat a 
house next to the Street Farmer’s Church in Camberwell, South London

• 1976-7  I become a  trainee plasterer for Paddington Printshop in North Paddington (now London 
Print Studio): my first plastering job is for Release, the law advice service in Elgin Avenue

Poster by Paddington Printshop, 1970s 

Elgin Avenue squatters Paddington 1970s 

Who builds? Class, gender and construction are  architectural issues



• 1977 The 100 strong squat at St Agnes Place in Kennington becomes national news. Support,  
the first Community Technical Aid Centre, formed by Tom Woolley and Hugo Hinsley then 
teaching at the AA carry out a feasibility study into rebuilding the street - their first project.



• 1977 St Agnes Place becomes national news in the discussion about the housing crisis:  the 
demolition of a part of the street, and legal action by the squatters bring down the leader of the local 
council



• 1977 St Agnes Place  by Hellman, in the AJ 



•1977  I resume my architectural studies and join AA Diploma Unit 2 (Tom 
Woolley and Hugo Hinsley) 

• 1978 Final project ( with Soren Hesseldahl) a consultative 'Peoples Plan’ for 
North Paddington which local people submit to Westminster Council , and a 
Segal method nursery school for Paddington. External examiners: Edward 
Cullinan and Walter Segal

Participative planning  is an architectural issue



housing is an architectural issue

ç

• John Turner, an AA graduate, is in 
touch with the unit: we visit Walter Segal 
at his home



• 1977-78 I discover the AA library



• 1977-78 I follow John Harrison’s Marxism course in the AA 
Planning School:. Cynthia Cockburn uses the St Agnes Place events 
as the starting point for The Local State 

My library expands beyond my backpack.



• After a stint at Haringey Council Architects department, I join Solon Lambeth, an equal pay, worker and tenant run 
Housing Association founded by Robin Sutcliffe (AA Graduate) in 1974. I design the first housing conversions for Brixton 
Housing Co-operative: my first client  is co-op member Julian Hows who is also a member of the Brixton Faeries.

Recognising difference is  is an 
architectural issue

ç



• I resume my architectural studies at North London Polytechnic (the AA is now a fee paying school), and design the 
London Women’s Building as my final project. 

Gender is an architectural issue

ç



My library expands again.



• 1980s-90s Polytechnic of North London becomes an enabler of 
feminist practice as the WIAB course is set up and the Feminist 
Architects’ Network has a series of events, the final one day event 
happening at PNL; note that the word ‘architecture’ is not used in 
the poster! 



• in 1978 I meet Susan Francis at the AA. In 1982, after a period on the Support Group, I 
join Matrix as an architect, working on technical aid projects in London (for womens
groups, and groups that benefit women, and social housing. I work with Sue and Jos Boys 
on the advice booklet Building for Childcare



• 1990s ---: I become an educator, teaching at University of North London, Chelsea College of Art, De Montfort, 
University of Brighton, and finally the University of Westminster; the library expands again as I address  critical 
practices in conferences, lecture courses and studio projects and tutorials.  



• 2000s ---: and publish papers myself.  



• in 2001 Taking Place  was formed, with Katie Lloyd Thomas, Helen Stratford, Teresa 
Hoskyns, Brigid MacLeer, Jos Boys, latterly Sue Ridge  and initially , Jane Rendell

taking place concerns women’s position in the public realm, beginning  as an article in the 
Public Art Journal : it is interested in feminist spatial practices. It started to take place 
through a series of 6 events, mostly in architecture schools, from 2001 that produced a 
feminist space through appropriating and re-thinking the use of space. Cooking in the 
lecture rooms and presentations from the toilets and staircases and walks opened up 
schools and institutions for debate performance and the exploration of feminist work. 



• 2008 - 2012  The Homerton Tree, an artwork by Julia Dwyer and Sue Ridge, part of The 
Other Side of Waiting, a series of artworks with and for the new Perinatal Unit at 
Homerton University Hospital, Hackney, by Taking Place: Katie Lloyd Thomas, Julia Dwyer 
and Sue Ridge, Helen Stratford, Teresa Hoskyns, Jos Boys



• 2008 - 2012  from The Homerton Tree,  Julia Dwyer and Sue Ridge, 



feminism and architecture now…

• AA XX 100 years of women at the Architectural Association: a series of events from 2015 to 2018

• Feminism and Architecture conference: Women, Architecture and Academia Parsons the New School NYC April 15

• The 2016 AR Women and Architecture Survey,  published Feb 2016

• The Gender Agenda debate /Turncoats debating society Feb 2016 London

• The international Women and Architecture 1975 Survey published march/may 2016

• The international Architectural Humanities Research Association conference
Architecture and Feminisms: Ecologies, Economies, Technologies KTH Stockholm November 2016 

Cutout of the first female students
at the Architectural Association 1918


